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You're The Reason Im Leaving - Franz Ferdinand - Cifra Club
You're the reason I'm leaving (leave him alone) And by
leaving, we don't stop living you know. The song () is
believed to be a dual-meaning track; it can be read as a
typical relationship-centered song, but also as being a
lighthearted political commentary on the rivalry between.
You're The Reason I'm Leaving Lyrics by Franz Ferdinand
Some granite wall / Numbs our bones, numbs our all / As we sit
on skinny hands / Nothing to say, nothing at all / I don't
know you and I don't want to / You're so.
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You're the reason I'm leaving (leave him alone) And by
leaving, we don't stop living you know. The song () is
believed to be a dual-meaning track; it can be read as a
typical relationship-centered song, but also as being a
lighthearted political commentary on the rivalry between.
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You're the reason I'm leaving (leave him alone) And by
leaving, we don't stop living you know. The song () is
believed to be a dual-meaning track; it can be read as a
typical relationship-centered song, but also as being a
lighthearted political commentary on the rivalry between.
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Franz Ferdinand - Youre The Reason Im Leaving, ???????, ?????,
????, mp3, ?????. This is how i play the song on the acoustic
guitar.
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Some granite wall. Numbs our bones, numbs our all. As we sit
on skinny hands. Nothin to say, nothin at all. Oh I don't know
you. And I I don't want to. You're so.
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You're The Reason I'm Leaving - Franz Ferdinand Letra da
música | Some granite wall Numbs our bones, numbs our all As
we sit on skinny hands Nothin to say.
Songtext von Franz Ferdinand - You're the Reason I'm Leaving
Lyrics
Letra de You're the Reason I'm Leaving, de Franz Ferdinand.
Some granite wall Numbs our bones, numbs our all As we sit on
skinny hands Nothing to say.
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